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Session Goals 

•challenges facing school 
administrators when budgeting

•develop an understanding of 
successful models of 
collaborative budgeting

•share examples of collaborative 
budgeting with others



Budget Time

http://www.online-stopwatch.com/full-screen-stopwatch/


How did you spend your money?



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ks1-6FCZGmY&feature=related


Collaboration

“In a professional learning community, collaborative teams 
are EMBEDDED into every aspect of the school culture and 

there is a shift from belief to behaviors.”

-unknown

1. Teams work together to clarify intended outcomes

2. Develop common assessments

3. Jointly analyze student achievement data

4. Establish team improvement goals

5. Share strategies and materials (Best Practices)

6. Engage in collective inquire and action research regarding student 

learning

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpTJISyKGrA&feature=related


“Creating a collaborative culture is the single 
most important factor for successful school 
improvement and the first order of business 

for seeking to enhance the effectiveness 
of…schools.”
- Eastwood & Lewis

“If schools want to enhance their capacity to 
boost student learning, they should work on 

building a collaborative culture.”
- Newman 



Collaboration Pains and Gains

Pains
More people in the decision making process

More opportunity for confusion

More opportunity for delay and conflict

Gains
Different perspectives

Increased resources

Promotes ownership and common understanding

More structured and efficient decision making



From the school 
administrator's 

perspective

Best Blank.xls
Best Blank.xls
Best Blank.xls


Players
Title I reading teachers



Conflicting Ideas

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yqmLiWvoRfA&feature=related


•Use existing teams and networks for 
decision making

•Delegate the responsibility of info 
gathering

•Communicate the process

Steps

•Value the input



“When teams engage in a systematic 

process in which team members 

work together, interdependently to 

analyze and impact professional 

practice in order to improve 

individual and collective results.”

- DuFour



Example of Team Structuring





Communication is the key 



Making the connection between 
the spreadsheet and the plan



“Research shows that the effectiveness of 

teams is greatly influenced by member’s 

attitudes about the organization. If 

members feel support and commitment 

they are productive; if not, they will limit 

their efforts.”

- Deborah Harrington-Mackin



Value Their Input



Share your success stories








